
 
OUTSIDE JOKE’S A CHRISTMAS CAROL: 

BIGGER DICKENS ENERGY 
RELAXED PERFORMANCE CONTENT & SENSORY WARNINGS 

 
Note: 
As this show is improvised, every performance will vary and may include content and sensory 
warnings not included here. 

 
To improvise something means to make it up as you go. There is no script for Outside Joke’s A 
Christmas Carol: Bigger Dickens Energy. The performers use the classic story as the framework: 
there is always Scrooge, and he is always a mean miser. There is always Bob Cratchit and three 
spirits (the ghosts of Christmas Past, Christmas Present and Christmas Future). But at the 
beginning, the performers will ask the audience to shout out a suggestion for a non-geographic 
location (eg: a library or a day spa) and that will set the location of the story and Scrooge’s 
occupation. Tiny Tim will often have a new name or characteristics that reflect the new arc of 
the story. 
 
But Scrooge always wakes up on Christmas Day having learned from his experiences with the 
ghosts, a changed, happy and generous man. 
 

Content Warning: 
 

This show is an improvised version of “A Christmas Carol” which means that there will be ghosts 
who visit (including one that represents “death”) and talk of death and the afterlife. 
 
Actors may use profanity during the performance. 
 

Sensory Warning: 
 

• Actors will ask the audience to yell out suggestions to help with improvised show 

• Bells ring at different point during the show 

• At times the lights will turn off shortly 

• Some loud music and lights that sweep across the stage and lower seats. 

• Artificial fog is used towards the end when the Ghost of Christmas Future comes on 

• The Ghost of Christmas Future is meant to be a bit scary but is just a puppet hanging 
from a string that one of the actors operates. 

  





 
 


